5th Annual NEW URBANISM FILM FESTIVAL, October 19-22, ACME Theater 135 N La Brea Ave, LA

City Stories
on the

Silver Screen
   October 19-22, Los Angeles
This is our fifth year hosting this unique film festival that takes the conversation about urban planning out of the
classroom and beyond the council chamber doors and onto the big screen.
Join us for four days of movies about people from all over the world who are making their neighborhood a
better place. After each screening, we will have local urbanists interpret the lessons of the film and how we can
apply them to our own neighborhoods here in Los Angeles

Thursday, October 19th

Friday, October 20th

Saturday, October 21st

Pop-up parks, temporary bike
lanes, re-use retail, mobile
gardening, impromptu
parking space, musical
parklets, and public pianos:
tactical urbanism is a
grassroots movement of
homegrown urbanists
rethinking the built
environment to better serve
their community.

How can we reimagine the
public space of the street to
make sure everyone feels
safe, bicyclists, pedestrians,
drivers, and transit riders?
See examples from all over
the world about what cities
and individuals are doing to
make transportation the
backbone of their community.

Filmmaker Samantha Bode
spent sixty-five days
backpacking the 338 mile
path of the Los Angeles
Aqueducts and Mono
Extension. Along the way,
she speaks with community
leaders and residents of Los
Angeles, the Owens Valley
and Mono Basin to gain a
deeper understanding of the
effects of water importation
on ecology, economy, and
society, as well as the future
of local water sources for Los
Angeles.

7:30pm Tactical Urbanism
Short Films $20

9:30pm BUSted $5
This fun storytelling show
returns to the fest for its
fourth year.  The show is
always a fun evening with
plenty of shared stories about
the trials and tribulations of
riding public transit in the city
of angels.

7:30pm Transportation
Short Films $15

9:30pm Street Art Short
Films $12
Hear stories of street artists
from LA, DC, the Bronx, and
how their passion and hope
for their neighborhood is
reflected in their art.

12:00pm The Longest
Straw $12

  For Trailers, Tickets & Complete Schedule: www.NewUrbanismFilmFestival.com
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Saturday, October 21st
2:00pm Bicycle Revolution
$12
From Hanoi, to Nijgemen, to
Los Angeles, individuals are
discovering that bicycles,
although a solitary vehicle,
can solve regional challenges
of congestion, pollution,
apathy, and social divisions.
3:45 Priced Out $12

"Priced Out" explores the
complexities of gentrification
and the future of American
cities. At a time of
skyrocketing racial and class
tensions in America, “Priced
Out” is an investigative and
personal look at how housing
prices are displacing
Portland’s black community
and working families all
across the city.
5:30 Tony – The Movie $15
When Tony ends up
homeless after losing his job
as a waiter in San Diego, he
is faced with the daily
struggles of life on the
streets. His search for
housing begins, but then
turns into a quest for
solutions to homelessness,
not just for himself, but for

thousands people living on
the streets across the county.
The investigation takes him
to the top levels of
government locally, but also
to regions across the country
where progress is being
made. What do communities
do to significantly reduce
homelessness? What is
happening in San Diego?
And does Tony find housing?

7:30 Urban Design Short
Films & CNUCAL Awards
$20
The short films in this time
slot will showcase urban
design practices that shape
communities.
9:30 What’s the Worst
Building in Los Angeles?
$10
Eight comedians perform
hilarious roasts of the eight
ugliest buildings in Los
Angeles. Only one can be
"The Worst!"  The audience
and a panel of judges will
determine the 2017 Worst
Building in Los Angeles!

Sunday, October 22nd
1:45pm Columbus $15
Casey lives with her mother
in a little-known Midwestern
town haunted by the promise
of modernism. Jin, a visitor
from the other side of the
world, attends to his dying
father. Burdened by the
future, they find respite in one
another and the architecture
that surrounds them.

 4:00pm Architecture Short
Films, $12
These short films reveal how
architecture is creating,
building , and healing
community in cities around
the world.
6:00pm Global Urbanism
Short Films $12
Urban designers travel all
over the world addressing
complicated urban design
scenarios in a variety of
settings.
7:30pm Urbanism
Filmmaking Challenge &
NUFF Awards $15
Our closing night celebration
includes a reception, the
premiere of the urbanism
filmmaking challenge films,
and the festival awards!

  For Trailers, Tickets & Complete Schedule: www.NewUrbanismFilmFestival.com
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